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!:00 (start tape 1/3) to 1:29 
Background:  He was born in 1913 in a village in east Czechoslovakia. Father had a 
flour mill. Describes his schooling through religious schools and Yeshiva from age 15 
away from home; how Yeshiva students were supported by Jewish families, and assorted 
jobs and tricks used  to support themselves away from their families.. Describes students’ 
life and relationships, his own relation with his parents, his five siblings. Became less 
religious and more nationalistic-Zionist through his reading and experiences, eventually 
being expelled from the Yeshiva with like-minded friends.   
 
1:30 to 1:36 
Schooling and Hachshara (agricultural training) followed in Brin and Tabor as they 
planned to emigrate to Palestine; supporting self through work at reform synagogue. He 
joined “Chalutz” youth movement. Matriculated in 1932 
 
1:37 to 1:50 
Service in Czech Army:  Served for 3 years; officer training. Describes experiences of 
Jews in the army. Afterwards worked in Prague (could not emigrate due to lack of 
certificate) and describes working conditions there. 
 
1:50 to 2:08 
Contacts with Germans Describes, how in 1938 and 1939 he moved between army 
service and Zionist agricultural training (Hachshara), was arrested and released. Confused 
experiences for all. Describes what people knew regarding Hitler, and despite of 
refugees’ stories, not believing it will get as bad for them. Did not talk about it with his 
parents during his infrequent visits.  
 
2:09 to 2:29 
Family Relation Explains why his last name is mother’s (World War 1), describes his 
brothers in detail, his parents’ different roles, his mother as main educator. Describes 
their modest house and life of Jews in the village (Carpatho-Ruthenians) His last visit 
was in 1939, saw parent and older brothers no more... 
 
2:30 to 3:14 
Work for and with “Chalutz” Organization, preparing youth for emigration (legal and 
illegal) to Palestine by placing them into agricultural training with various villagers 
around Prague. Describes his responsibilities, the composition of these groups, social and 
Jewish issues, relationships with the Judenrat, Czech and German authorities. .  
 
3:16 to 3:30 
First Transport:  Increased tension and German demands. Differences within their 
groups whether to go underground (still unaware of Jewish exterminations). First 
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transport group (selected by Judenrat). Were all killed. Following Heydrich’s murder 
situation worsened, what they knew about Terezin  
 
3:30 to 4:00 (end of tape 1/3) 
Terezin Ghetto what they know about the place before and how he moved there, (end of 
1942?); hiding money in an old coat. Other people who were there (names) with him at 
different times. ‘A bad place’ but no feeling of disaster yet.  
 
4:00 (start tape 2/3) to 4:45 
More about Terezin.  Arrived June 2, 1942, with 250 (villagers were afraid to accept 
more Jews for agricultural training.). .Describes huge camp and halls.; own work  on the 
train; work on sewage system (enabled seeing Gestapo positions); work in cemeteries 
(pre-crematorium) ; Rabbis and synagogues in the Ghetto; his own role in taking down 
bodies from   upper berths. Elaborates on living and food conditions and survival of 
elderly vs. younger inmates from   various backgrounds.   
 
4:45 to 4:54 
References to topics which were mentioned elsewhere/earlier: transports. Hechalutz 
conference; Tu-B'shvat holiday      
 
4:55 to 5:28 
Other Activities: Hebrew and other classes, libraries, especially huge Judaica library 
outside the ghetto (eventually taken by the Russians); his work on the train, its routines, 
conditions, discipline and guards; (a tree sapling he planted in  ‘Tu-bishvat’43 survived to 
’48);   
  
5:29 to 5:54 
People and Social Activities:  Describes the educator Hirsch and contacts with others. 
How they spent everyday life. How they met girls who lived separately; some married -
including him marrying a former trainee. Shows photos and handwritten ‘Ketubah’. This 
was a quiet period till ’44 transports.    
 
5:55 to     6:40 
Describes 1943 in Terezin Ghetto  
Jewish Police (“Jupo)”and its activities “Kripo” and other names (Willy Shoen, Jakov 
and others). Jewish leaders in the Ghetto and their relations with the Germans. Allotment 
of food - related to priorities of survival. Signs of increasing dangers. .Escapes, 
executions and frequent head-counting. (Saw Eichmann.  Edelstein)..Children who 
perished; Jakov and others killed Yom Kippur ’43.   Mood worsens and hesitations about 
what to do.       
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6:41 to 7:00 (end tape 2/3)  
Transport to Auschwitz-Birkenau 
November ’43. Describes three-day train trip; arrival, Mengele selections  
Terrible dirt and stench; kids drowning in toilets; meeting brother; about two weeks there. 
.”Hell” 
 
[7:00 (start tape 3/3) to 7:18 
Returns to assorted earlier subjects: Terezin: relationship between Judenrat, Hechalutz 
and the Germans. Painters and what happened to their paintings; gypsies 
 
 
7:30 to 8:20 
Kaufering   
Describes rush to train to work-camp in Germany;   meeting sister in women camp; 
working in fields, initially camp # 3  Describes working conditions; “Commando Moll” 
and “Straafs (punishment) Commando”; prisoners from many countries;  huge 
underground structure and hiding places. As of December worked in the village sewage 
ditches. Full of lice and widespread Typhoid. His field machine work enabled him to 
hoard pig fodder and sugar cubes to feed sick friends; but he was later caught and 
punished.  
 
8:21 to 
Allied Air bombardment (start ’45) and how it affected the prisoners;   - lying down on 
corpses; moving from camp to camp; hiding; joining Hebrew-speaking Saloniki 
prisoners. He got Typhoid and was treatment by Dr. Spiegel. Many friends died from 
disease (8/7 left of original 40/50 group). Describes women’s life and working 
conditions, the final fate of many.   
 
8:30 to 8:45 
To Dachau and Liberation            
April.’45: after ongoing bombardments and widespread dying they were marched to 
Dachau. Then met Red Cross and finally Americans, who took them into SS and Munich 
hospitals for two week cleanup and recuperation. 
 
8:47 to 9:00 
To Prague, Terezin and finally Emigration to Palestine. 
Describes his bus trip to Prague (“no Jews”), Austria and Terezin. He found his wife, his 
sisters and others. Describes resettling in Prague and starting Chalutz reorganization. In 
Early 1946 he emigrates to Palestine, and eventually joins a Kibbutz. 
 
9:00 to   9:55          (End of tape 3/3) 
Thoughts and feelings regarding Israeli attitudes towards the Holocaust and its 
survivors. Describes his upset regarding how little was known  --  and inquired  -- at the 
time about what went on in Europe; his own and others’ reticence. Later, describes how 
he handled his children’s questions and his own distressing memories. In recent years,   
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he finds some comfort in guiding young Israelis traveling through the areas of the 
Holocaust. 
Shows photos of his old village as well as of his recent group travels throughout the areas 
where he was during the Holocaust. 
 
Translated and abstracted by Hava Bonne’ 
May 2006 
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